The education an effective way for preventing child
Labor
The child labor in one of the most critical issues now in Egypt because the number of
the working children increase every time specially in the randomized areas , also the
side effects of that Issues
And the key how we can prevent the children from dropping out of the schools?
As well make the school such a place can attract the child , specially that the poor
economical statues that the children may lives on , might be an vital factor that make
the children leave schools and go to search for a work .
So the first step we have make the child love the school by the following:
1- Applying the non formal education methodology.
that will provide for the child the chance to be creative and innovative , and have
the ability to express himself ,and the community schools that Unicef established
it in the rural areas in upper Egypt is a good example that confirms on the success
of the non formal education ,that used by the community schools to learn the
primary stage children and qualified them to attend the prep schools
2- Supporting the entertainment side inside schools.
For the children can enjoy their fun times by organizing an outside trips and
camps for them.
If we can understand the child rights, to get fun and play, and give him his rights
to do that, we will make him more closed to his school.
3- Training the teachers the new learning techniques and the Active learning tools.
to enhance their capacity in treatment with children, because the teacher play a
lead role inside the class that’s mainly makes the child be more involved in the
educational activities.
4- Enhancing poor families.
the government must find a way to pay for them the school and the educational
material fees also the decision makers must take an effective role to make the law
supports the poor children
Finally our children our future if we help them to continue their education process we
insure for them a stable life and a wonderful future

